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Previous data suggest structural and functional deficits in frontal control circuits in adolescents and adults with bulimia nervosa (BN), but
less is known about the microstructure of white matter in these circuits early in the course of the disorder. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
data were acquired from 28 female adolescents and adults with BN and 28 age- and BMI-matched healthy female participants. Tract-based
spatial statistics (TBSS) was used to detect group differences in white matter microstructure and explore the differential effects of age on
white matter microstructure across groups. Significant reductions in fractional anisotropy (FA) were detected in the BN compared with
healthy control group in multiple tracts including forceps minor and major, superior longitudinal, inferior fronto-occipital, and uncinate
fasciculi, anterior thalamic radiation, cingulum, and corticospinal tract. FA reductions in forceps and frontotemporal tracts correlated
inversely with symptom severity and Stroop interference in the BN group. These findings suggest that white matter microstructure is
abnormal in BN in tracts extending through frontal and temporoparietal cortices, especially in those with the most severe symptoms.
Age-related differences in both FA and RD in these tracts in BN compared with healthy individuals may represent an abnormal trajectory
of white matter development that contributes to the persistence of functional impairments in self-regulation in BN.
Neuropsychopharmacology advance online publication, 6 January 2016; doi:10.1038/npp.2015.354
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INTRODUCTION

Bulimia nervosa (BN) is defined by the presence of recurrent
binge-eating episodes that are accompanied by a sense of loss
of control and followed by self-induced vomiting or another
compensatory behavior to avoid weight gain. BN primarily
affects females and typically begins during adolescence, a
period of brain maturation during which structural and
functional brain changes occur that may relate to adolescent-
specific behaviors and characteristics such as risk taking
and impulsivity (Romer, 2010), as well as the adolescent
emergence of psychiatric illnesses (Giedd and Rapoport,
2010). In healthy individuals, white matter (WM) micro-
structure continues to change over adolescence and into
adulthood (Lebel and Beaulieu, 2011; Lebel et al, 2008),
specifically in tracts connecting the frontal cortex with other
cortical and subcortical regions (Asato et al, 2010), with
frontotemporal connections demonstrating the most pro-
longed development. Thus, uncovering WM abnormalities in
individuals with BN may help to explain its typical emergence
during adolescence and persistence into adulthood.

Our previous functional neuroimaging findings from adult
and adolescent females with BN suggest that a failure to
engage frontal regions may contribute to an impaired
capacity for self-regulation (Marsh et al, 2009), early in the
course of the illness (Marsh et al, 2011). Our previous
structural MRI data revealed that local volumes of bilateral
frontal and temporoparietal cortices were reduced in BN
compared with healthy participants (Marsh et al, 2015).
These data also suggested that reductions in inferior frontal
cortices are associated with, and may underlie, these
regulatory deficits in individuals with BN, likely contributing
to their impaired control over eating and other behaviors
(Marsh et al, 2015). Because these reductions became more
prominent with age in BN, we suggested that they might
represent an abnormal developmental trajectory such as
accelerated gray matter loss, axonal pruning, or reduced
myelination in frontal cortices. Data from the only extant
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) study of individuals with BN
suggest reduced WM integrity in adult patients compared
with healthy women in bilateral corona radiata extending to
the posterior limb of the internal capsule, corpus callosum,
right subinsular WM, and right fornix (Mettler et al, 2013).
These data were interpreted in relation to altered taste,
body perception, and reward processing in BN. Unknown;
however, is whether WM microstructure is abnormal earlier
in the course of the disorder or whether such abnormalities
might contribute to self-regulatory deficits in BN.
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Thus, the objective of this study was to assess WM micro-
structure in adolescents and adults with BN compared with
age-matched healthy participants. Based on previous DTI
findings (Mettler et al, 2013) and our previous findings from
women with BN, we hypothesized that compared with
control participants, those with BN would have reduced
fractional anisotropy (FA) in multiple WM tracts, specifically
those extending to and from frontal and temporoparietal
areas. FA describes the distribution of water diffusion within
a voxel and is thought to reflect properties of WM indices
that can also be derived to add more information about WM
architecture, such as mean, axial, and radial diffusivity
(ie, MD, AD, and RD, respectively). To extend our previous
study of surface morphology in these same individuals
(Marsh et al, 2015), we also explored group differences in the
age correlates of FA and whether abnormalities in the WM
microstructure of individuals with BN were associated
with measures of BN symptom severity or with deficits in
self-regulatory control, as measured by cognitive interference
on a Stroop task (Stroop, 1935) performed outside of the
MRI scanner.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants

Diffusion data were acquired from 35 adolescent and adult
females with BN and 37 age- and BMI-matched healthy
control (HC) females. A total of 33 of the BN and 28 of the
HC participants had participated in our previous structural
(Marsh et al, 2015) and functional (Marsh et al, 2009, 2011)
MRI studies. Those with BN were recruited through flyers
posted in the local community and advertisements posted on
Internet sites (such as craigslist.com and eating disorder-
specific websites) and through the New York State Psy-
chiatric Institute (NYSPI) Eating Disorders Clinic where
some were receiving treatment. Control participants were
recruited through flyers and Internet advertisements. Those
with a history of neurological illness, past seizures, head
trauma with loss of consciousness, mental retardation,
pervasive developmental disorder, or current Axis I disorders
(other than major depression for the BN participants) were
excluded. Controls also had no lifetime Axis I disorders.
Formal diagnoses of BN and comorbid neuropsychiatric
diagnoses were established using standard adult and child
measures (Supplementary Material). All participants received
monetary compensation for their participation. The institu-
tional review board of the NYSPI approved this study, and all
participants gave informed consent.

DTI Data Acquisition

MRI data were acquired on a GE Signa 3.0 Tesla whole body
scanner (GE Medical Systems, Waukesha, Wisconsin).
Diffusion data were measured along 25 noncollinear spatial
directions using a single-shot spin echo planar imaging
sequence (TR/TE= 17 000ms /90ms, flip angle= 90, field of
view= 24 cm, matrix size= 132× 128 (machine-interpolated
to 256× 256 for postprocessing), b value= 1000 s/mm2, and
three baseline images at b= 0 s/mm2, slice thickness= 2.5mm
without gap, and an in-plane resolution of 0.94mm). Scan

time for each excitation was 7min and 56 s and we averaged 2
separate excitations (NEX= 2) for each participant.

DTI Data Processing

DTI data were processed using the FMRIB Software Library
(FSL) 5.0.6 (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/) (Smith et al,
2004). FMRIB diffusion toolbox (FDT) was used to assess
FA, MD, AD, and RD. First, eddy currents that induce
stretches and shears in the diffusion weighted images
(DWIs) were corrected using FDT toolbox, and then brain
was extracted using the Brain Extraction Tool (Smith, 2002)
in order to delete nonbrain tissue from an image of the whole
head. Second, a diffusion tensor model was fitted at each
voxel using DTIFIT and FA, MD, AD, and RD images were
derived from the fitted diffusion tensors. Data quality was
assessed by visually checking the raw DW images, eddy
current corrected DW images, and the color-encoded FA
images (He et al, 2014) to exclude participants who had
motion-corrupted DTI data.
Voxelwise statistical analysis of the FA images was then

carried out using tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) (Smith
et al, 2006). First, all subjects’ FA images were aligned to a
1 × 1 × 1 mm standard space by running the nonlinear
registration. The FMRIB58_FA standard-space image was
used as the target image for registration (Smith et al, 2006)
and the aligned FA images from each participant were then
averaged to create a mean FA image. A mean FA skeleton
image was generated by using a thinned group mean FA
images, representing the centers of all WM tracts common to
the group. The FA threshold for the skeleton was 0.20 to
exclude gray matter regions from the analyses. Each
participant’s aligned FA images were then projected onto
the skeleton that was then used for statistical analyses.
Nonlinear warps and skeleton projection were then also
applied to MD, AD, and RD images for statistical analyses.

Stroop Interference

Stroop interference, measured outside the scanner, was used
for correlation analyses with FA because the resolution of
interference on this task requires the engagement of self-
regulatory control (Marsh et al, 2006). This task version
consisted of three subtasks on which participants were asked
to name the color of dots (task A), read words printed in
black ink (task B), and name the color of printed words as
quickly as possible (task C). The time to completion of each
task was recorded and Stroop interference was calculated
(Supplementary Material).

Statistical Analyses

To assess potential alterations in WM microstructure,
permutation-based nonparametric inference (n= 10 000)
was used to perform statistical analyses on FA as well as
MD, AD, and RD using FSL Randomize version 2.9 (Nichols
and Holmes, 2002). Our a priori test of group differences in
FA and our exploratory tests of group differences in MD,
AD, and RD were corrected for multiple comparisons with
threshold-free cluster enhancement (TFCE, FWE-corrected
po0.05) (Smith and Nichols, 2009). The Johns Hopkins
University White-Matter Tractography Atlas (Oishi et al,
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2011) was used to label WM tracts. Using linear regression
models adjusting for age and/or illness duration (po0.05,
uncorrected), we also explored associations of FA with BN
symptom severity in the BN group and compared the
groups in their patterns of correlations of FA with age and
Stroop interference in tracts where group differences were
detected.

RESULTS

Participants

After removing the DTI data from 7 BN and 9 control
participants because of excessive motion, data from 28
female adolescents and adults with BN and 28 age-matched
healthy females remained for analysis including 15 BN and
15 healthy adolescents (p19 years). The majority (26 BN
and 25 HC) of these individuals also participated in our
previous MRI studies (Marsh et al, 2009, 2011, 2015).
All participants were right-handed. The BN group included
5 participants who were receiving inpatient treatment
(scanned within 1 month of admission), 8 who were
receiving outpatient psychotherapy, and 15 who were
symptomatic but nontreatment seeking at the time of
participation. None met criteria for major depressive
disorder. Seven had a prior diagnosis of anorexia nervosa
(AN). Ten were taking selective serotonin reuptake inhibi-
tors (SSRIs) at the time of scanning. Table 1 shows additional
demographic and clinical characteristics of both groups.

A Priori Hypothesis Testing

Compared with HC participants, those with BN had
significantly smaller FA values in one large cluster (TFCE,
FWE-corrected po0.05) encompassing forceps minor and
major, superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), SLF-temporal,
inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFO), anterior thalamic
radiation (ATR), corticospinal tract (CST), uncinate fasciculus
(UNC), and cingulum (cingulate gyrus) of both hemispheres
(Figure 1 and Table 2). In no instance did participants with
BN exhibit significantly more FA than HC participants.

Exploratory Analyses

Group differences in RD. Compared with HC participants,
those with BN had larger RD values in many of the same
tracts where FA values were smaller: forceps minor and
major, left SLF, SLF-temporal, IFO, ATR, CST, and cingulum
(cingulate gyrus) (TFCE, FWE-corrected po0.05, Supple-
mentary Figure S1). No significant group differences were
detected in any tracts using AD and MD.

Correlations with symptom severity. In the BN group,
significant inverse associations of FA with log-transformed
objective bulimic episodes (Walsh et al, 1997) were
detected in forceps minor and major, left ATR, IFO, and
SLF. Scatterplots of these associations revealed that the BN
participants who engaged in most episodes in the 28
days before scanning had the least FA in these tracts

Table 1 Demographic, Clinical, and Neuropsychological Characteristics of Participants

Participants

Characteristic BN (n= 28) HC (n=28) Test statistic

Age, years 21.32 (6.11, range 14–46) 20.61 (6.12, range 12–40) t= 0.44; p= 0.66

Height (inches) 64.83 (2.77, range 59.5–70) 64.52 (2.19, range 59–70) t= 0.47; p= 0.64

Weight (lbs) 131.27 (14.99, range 100–160) 131.57 (16.79, range 105–173) t=− 0.07; p= 0.94

BMI (kg/m2) 21.95 (2.13, range 18.05–26.10) 22.18 (2.14, range 18.60–26.77) t=− 0.40; p= 0.69

Duration of illness, months 70.54 (76.70, range 7–372) —

EDE ratings

OBEs, past 28 days 42.68 (48.03, range 6–230) —

Vomiting episodes, past 28 daysa 58.5 (63.05, range 0–245) —

HAM-D/CDRSb scores 15.20 (15.22) —

Past AN, no. (%) 7 (25) —

Medication, no. (%) 10 (35.71) —

WASI IQ scores

Full-4 112.07 (10.63) 118.07 (15.04) t=− 1.72; p= 0.09

Verbal 111.39 (12.80) 120.75 (15.86) t=− 2.43; p= 0.02

Performance 109.93 (9.77) 110.89 (12.74) t=− 0.32; p= 0.75
Stroop interference scores 22.24 (6.48) 19.66 (4.85) t= 1.67; p= 0.10

Abbreviations: ADHD, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; AN, anorexia nervosa; BMI, body mass index; CDRS, Children’s Depression Rating Scale; EDE, eating
disorders examination; HAM-D, Hamilton Depression; OBE, objective bulimic episode; WASI, Weschler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence.
Values are mean (SD) unless otherwise specified.
aTwo adolescents in the Bulimia Nervosa group did not purge but engaged in driven exercise and abused laxatives in the past 28 days before participation.
bCDRS scores were collected in 4 adolescents with BN under 18 years of age, and HAM-D scores were collected in the other BN participants.
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(po0.05, Figure 2). Significant inverse associations of FA
with log-transformed vomiting episodes were detected in the
same tracts (po0.05, Supplementary Figure S2) and
scatterplots indicated the least FA in the BN participants
who engaged in those most vomiting episodes. Finally,
significant inverse associations of FA with ratings of
preoccupation with shape and weight were also detected in
forceps minor, left ATR, IFO, and SLF, with scatterplots
suggesting the least FA in those who were the most
preoccupied with their shape and weight (po0.05,
Supplementary Figure S3).

Age effects. Significant diagnosis-by-age interactions on FA
were detected in forceps minor and major, bilateral
ATR, CST, and IFO, and left SLF (po0.05, Figure 3).
Scatterplots of these interactions indicated that FA in these
tracts correlated positively with age in the BN group only. In
addition, significant diagnosis-by-age interactions on RD
were detected in forceps minor and major, left ATR, CST,
and SLF (po0.05, Supplementary Figure S4), with
scatterplots indicating inverse correlations of RD with age
in these tracts in the BN group. Removal of the oldest BN
participant (46 years) revealed that these diagnosis-by-age
interactions on FA and RD were not outlier driven (po0.05).
In addition, these group differences in age effects remained
when we controlled for illness duration in the BN sample
(Supplementary Material and Supplementary Figure S5).
Finally, analyses comparing FA and RD in the adolescent
(15 BN, 15 HC, p 19 years) and adult (13 BN, 13 HC)
groups separately revealed significant group differences in
the adolescents only; compared with HC adolescents,
those with BN had smaller FA and larger RD values in
multiple tracts bilaterally, including forceps minor and

major, ATR, SLF, SLF-temporal, IFO, inferior longitudinal
fasciculus (ILF), CST, UNC, and cingulum (cingulate gyrus)
(TFCE, FWE-corrected p’s o0.05, Supplementary Figures
S6a and b).

Interactions of diagnosis× Stroop interference. The BN
and HC groups performed similarly on the Stroop task
(Table 1). However, significant interactions of diagnosis-by-
Stroop interference scores on FA were detected in forceps
minor, left CST, SLF, and SLF-temporal, and right ATR and
IFO (po0.05, Supplementary Figure S7). FA in these tracts
correlated inversely with Stroop scores in the BN and
positively with Stroop scores in the healthy participants.
Significant diagnosis-by-Stroop interactions on RD were also
detected in left CST and IFO, as well as in forceps major
(po0.05). RD in these tracts correlated positively with
Stroop scores in the BN and inversely with Stroop scores in
the healthy participants.

Medication and comorbidity effects. After including
current SSRI treatment as an independent variable in a
separate linear regression, significantly decreased FA values
in the forceps minor and major, SLF, SLF-temporal, IFO,
ATR, and CST in the BN group remained unchanged from
those depicted in Figure 1. We additionally conducted a
between-group analysis including only the BN participants
who were not taking medications (n= 18). Both analyses
indicated that SSRI treatment did not have an appreciable
effect on our findings. Similarly, neither a history of anorexia
nor current depressive symptoms contributed to our findings
(p’so0.05).

Figure 1 Group differences in white matter microstructure. Cluster in which less FA was detected in the BN compared with HC participants (threshold-
free cluster enhancement, FWE-corrected po0.05). Regions showing smaller FA values are overlaid on the mean FA skeleton (green) and MNI152 T1 map.
The results are ‘thickened’ using tbss_fill script in FSL TBSS toolbox and displayed in neurological orientation for better visualization. ATR, anterior thalamic
radiation; CNG, cingulum (cingulate gyrus); CST, corticospinal tract; IFO, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus; SLF, superior longitudinal fasciculus; SLF-temporal,
superior longitudinal fasciculus (temporal part); UNC, uncinate fasciculus.

Table 2 Cluster in Which FA Was Significantly Less in the BN Compared with HC Participants

Voxels MIN p-value MAX X (mm) MAX Y (mm) MAX Z (mm) Major tractsa

22 280 0.024 5 4 24 Forceps minor and major, SLF, SLF-temporal, IFO, ATR, CST, UNC, CNG

Abbreviations: ATR, anterior thalamic radiation; CNG, cingulum (cingulate gyrus); CST, corticospinal tract; IFO, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus SLF, superior
longitudinal fasciculus; SLF-temporal, superior longitudinal fasciculus (temporal part); UNC, uncinate fasciculus.
Voxels: the number of voxels in each cluster. MIN p-value: the value of the minimum p-value (threshold-free cluster enhancement, FWE-corrected p-value) within the
cluster. MAX X/Y/Z (mm): the location of the voxel with minimum p-value in the standard space coordinates (mm).
aJHU white-matter tractography atlas.
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DISCUSSION

Significantly less FA was detected in BN compared with
healthy individuals in WM tracts extending through bilateral
frontal and temporoparietal areas, including forceps minor
and major, SLF, SLF-temporal, IFO, ATR, CST, UNC, and
cingulum. In the BN group, greater FA reductions in forceps,
left ATR, IFO, and SLF were detected in those with the most
severe symptoms, and increased RD was detected in the
same left hemisphere tracts where FA was reduced compared
with healthy participants. Significant diagnosis-by-age inter-
actions on FA and RD in forceps and left ATR, CST, and SLF
were driven by the BN group in which FA increased and RD
decreased with advancing age in these tracts. Moreover,
group differences in FA and RD were more widespread in
adolescent participants, suggesting that abnormalities in WM
microstructure arise early in the course of BN. Finally,
significant diagnosis-by-Stroop interactions in forceps min-
or, right ATR and IFO, left CST, and SLF indicated that
greater Stroop interference accompanied greater FA reduc-
tions in the BN group, suggesting that microstructural
abnormalities in these tracts may be associated with
functional deficits in self-regulation in BN.
Our previous fMRI findings from adult (Marsh et al, 2009)

and adolescent (Marsh et al, 2011) females with BN indicated
deficient activation of frontal areas compared with
age-matched control participants during performance of a
self-regulatory task. Our structural findings suggested
smaller local volumes of left inferior frontal and bilateral
temporoparietal regions in the same BN compared with
healthy participants (Marsh et al, 2015). In addition,
reductions in inferior frontal cortices were associated with

more severe symptoms, advancing age, and greater Stroop
interference in the BN group. The current findings of
reduced FA in SLF, IFO, ATR, CST, UNC, and cingulum
suggest that alterations in the microstructure of WM
pathways extending to and from frontal and temporoparietal
cortices are also present in adolescents with BN.
Forceps minor is the frontal portion of the corpus

callosum. Thus, our finding of reduced FA in forceps minor
is consistent with previous findings of reduced FA in the
corpus callosum in adults with BN compared with healthy
women (Mettler et al, 2013). These data were interpreted in
light of human and nonhuman data implicating the corpus
callosum in taste processing (Fabri and Polonara, 2013).
Reduced FA in the corpus callosum has also been reported in
adolescent binge drinkers (McQueeny et al, 2009) and is
associated with increased impulsivity in cocaine dependence
(Moeller et al, 2005), suggesting a common potential
mechanism for binge-type and impulsive behaviors across
eating and substance disorders. In contrast, reduced FA in
the CST may be specific to BN and interpreted in terms of
the physiological effects of binge eating and purging. The
CST is a descending pathway that connects the cerebral
cortex with the spinal cord and is involved in voluntary or
skilled movements. Nerves within the CST support move-
ment in the muscles of the head that are involved in
swallowing, phonation, and movements of the tongue
(Young et al, 2008). As such, microstructural abnormalities
within the CST may perhaps be a product of the illness, given
the detrimental effects of binge eating and purging on
oropharyngeal swallow patterns in BN (Roberts et al, 1989).
We also detected less FA in the IFO and SLF in BN

compared with healthy participants. These are major

Figure 2 Correlations of FA with objective bulimic episodes in the BN group. Significant correlations of FA with objective bulimic episodes within the past
28 days before the MRI scan were detected in forceps minor and major, left ATR, IFO, and SLF. Logarithmic transformation was used to reduce excessive
skewness in this frequency variable. FA values, adjusted for age and duration of illness, are plotted on the y axis, and log-transformed objective bulimic episodes
are plotted on the x axis. The scatter shows less FA in those with more severe symptoms. These results are ‘thickened’ using tbss_fill script in FSL TBSS
toolbox and displayed in neurological orientation.
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association pathways that connect frontal cortices with
temporal and occipital lobes (IFO) (Kier et al, 2004) and
with parietal areas (SLF I, II, III) and superior temporal
gyrus (Makris et al, 2005). Both regional volume (Takeuchi
et al, 2013) and integrity (Peters et al, 2014) of the IFO are
associated with performance on tasks of executive functions
in healthy individuals, regardless of age. These findings
particularly implicate the IFO in visual processing, consistent
with its frontal connections to occipital and temporal visual
association cortices (Martino et al, 2010). Less FA in this
tract has also been reported in women with AN compared
with healthy women (Kazlouski et al, 2011), data suggested
to relate to body image disturbances that may be due, in part,
to poor communication across occipital, temporal, and
frontal cortices. Findings from both animals and humans
suggest that body image perceptions may be represented
within the parietal cortex (Gaudio et al, 2014; Iriki et al,
2001). Given that three of the SLF components connect
parietal and frontal regions, microstructural alterations in
these WM fibers might also contribute to the impaired
regulation of body representations in eating disorders.
Although we did not have a direct measure of body image,
FA reductions in IFO and SLF were greatest in the BN
participants who were most preoccupied with their shape
and weight. Thus, although speculative, reduced FA in these
tracts may be associated with the impaired processing and
regulation of body image in individuals with eating
disorders, consistent with findings of reduced FA in
individuals with AN (Kazlouski et al, 2011; Via et al, 2014)
and body dysmorphic disorder (Buchanan et al, 2013)
compared with healthy participants. Reduced FA in IFO and
SLF is also consistent with our previous findings of smaller
local volumes of bilateral temporoparietal areas in BN
compared with control participants (Marsh et al, 2015),

suggesting abnormalities in both gray and WM in these brain
areas (Joos et al, 2010).
Our findings of less FA in the UNC, cingulum, and ATR

may relate to the previously documented fMRI findings of
reward dysfunction in individuals both ill and recovered from
BN (Frank et al, 2013). The UNC and cingulum are major
limbic tracts (Catani and Thiebaut de Schotten, 2008),
whereas the ATR connects thalamus to medial prefrontal
cortex, with further connections to medial temporal regions
(ie, hippocampus and amygdala) that are involved in reward
processing (Haber and Knutson, 2010). The integrity of these
tracts may influence reward processing functions, as FA in
these tracts is associated with reward-related BOLD response
in the nucleus accumbens in healthy individuals (Camara
et al, 2010; Koch et al, 2014). As the ATR is hypothesized to be
part of an emotional/motivational system and relevant for the
regulation of mood (Coenen et al, 2012), less FA in this tract
may also relate to mood dysregulation in individuals with BN.
The only extant DTI study of individuals with BN (Mettler

et al, 2013) used a different methodology for data analysis
(SPM vs TBSS) and a different atlas for anatomical labeling
(Orrison, 1995 versus Oishi et al, 2011). Nevertheless, our
findings converge in showing that FA is reduced in BN in
multiple WM tracts. Unlike the prior study, we also assessed
age effects on group differences in WM microstructure and
observed diagnosis-by-age interactions on FA in tracts where
group differences were detected (ie, forceps minor and
major, ATR, CST, IFO, and left SLF), deriving from
significant positive associations with age in the BN group.
Together with our finding that FA reductions were more
widespread in the BN compared with healthy adolescents,
these data suggest that WM microstructural abnormalities
may arise early in BN but may not contribute to illness
persistence, as FA reductions were not associated with illness

Figure 3 Correlations of FA with age in the BN versus control groups. FA in forceps minor and major, bilateral ATR, CST, IFO, and left SLF correlated
positively with age in the BN participants but not the healthy participants, producing significant diagnosis × age interactions. FA is plotted on the y axis and age
is plotted on the x axis. The results are ‘thickened’ using tbss_fill script in FSL TBSS toolbox and displayed in neurological orientation.
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duration (Supplementary Material). Developmental DTI data
from healthy individuals suggest that age-related increases in
FA are primarily driven by reductions in RD (Giorgio et al,
2008), a measure that rodent post-mortem data suggest may
reflect the degree of myelination (Song et al, 2002). The
interpretation of changes in RD over development is less
clear in humans. For example, RD reductions and FA
increases in a given tract could also result from more
coherent alignment of fibers or fewer crossing fibers (Jones
et al, 2013). Nevertheless, our finding that RD was inversely
associated with age in multiple left hemisphere tracts in the
BN group may suggest an abnormal trajectory of WM
development in BN. Future longitudinal studies should test
this hypothesis directly, given that protracted myelination
seems to underlie many different disease phenotypes
(Haroutunian et al, 2014).
Although FA in multiple tracts increased with advancing

age in the BN group, less FA in some of these tracts (forceps
minor, right ATR and IFO, left CST, and SLF) was associated
with greater Stroop interference in BN. As significant group
differences in FA and RD were not detected in adults (when
analyzed separately), the effects of Stroop performance and
symptom severity could not be tested in the adult subsample
because these exploratory analyses entailed using FA (or RD)
values extracted from clusters on maps depicting significant
group differences. Thus, the adolescents in our BN sample
likely contributed to the association of less FA with greater
Stroop interference in that group. Stroop interference typically
decreases with advancing age in healthy individuals (Marsh
et al, 2006), likely reflecting the functional maturation of
frontostriatal and frontoparietal attentional control circuits.
Integrity of the SLF is associated with the ability to orient
attention on another cognitive task in healthy adolescents (Ge
et al, 2013), and less FA in the IFO is reported in adults with
ADHD (Shaw et al, 2015). Thus, less FA in these tracts in
adolescents with BN may contribute to their difficulty in
mobilizing the attentional resources necessary to avoid word
reading on the Stroop task and to avoid the cues that trigger
their binge-eating episodes in daily life.
This study is limited by its modest sample size, cross-

sectional design, and the heterogeneity of our BN sample that
included participants at differing stages of treatment and
who varied in symptom severity. In addition, our BN and
control groups differed in verbal IQ, but this difference was
driven by the adults in our sample (Supplementary Table S1)
and therefore unlikely driving the group differences in FA
that remained significant in the adolescents when tested
separately. Although we did not account for menstrual
status, which could affect neural functioning in women
(Dreher et al, 2007), we do not suspect that FA would be
affected, nor do we suspect that menstrual status differed
systematically enough across groups to confound our
findings. Another limitation was our use of acquisition
parameters that recent advances have shown to be sub-
optimal. For example, the acquisition of at least 30 gradient
directions and isotropic voxels is now recommended (Jones
et al, 2013), and newer parameters may reduce the crossing
fiber issue (Jbabdi et al, 2010). Finally, our use of the Stroop
task to assess self-regulatory control in this study was not
ideal, given that Stroop interference was not associated with
BN symptoms in our sample.

Future studies of individuals with BN should employ
tractography to further probe the WM microstructural
abnormalities uncovered herein and enhance our under-
standing of anatomical connectivity in BN. Such future
studies should continue probing associations of anatomical
connections with brain function and behavior in BN. Future
longitudinal studies comparing brain development in BN and
healthy adolescents, beginning at illness onset, are required to
determine whether our cross-sectional findings of age effects
on WM microstructure in the BN group reflect abnormal
maturation or neurodevelopmental abnormalities in BN or,
instead, the effects of chronic illness on WM microstructure.
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